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FOR RELEASE ON DELIVERY

REMARK3 OF SENATOR MIKE MANffi"'IELD (D., MONTANA)
AT THE
DEMOCRATIC CONFERENCE
Wednesday, January 3, 1973, Room S-207,

u. s.

We meet, today, with a new majority.

Capitol, 9:30A.M.

We meet with new

responsibilities and a nevr mandate.
The same elec:torate that endorsed the President increased the
Democratic majority in the Senate by two votes.

If the re-elected

Members (Senators Sparkman, McClellan, Mondale, Eastland, Metcalf,
Mcintyre and Randolph), and the Senate-elects (Senators Abourezk (S.D.),
Biden (Del.), Clark (Iowa), Haskell (Colo.), Hathaway (Ma.), Huddle~ton
(Ky.), Johnston (La.), and Nunn (Ga.)) will stand, the Conference would
appreciate the opportunity and the privilege of congratulating them en bloc.
In my judgment, the vote for each of these Senators in November
was cast for them as individuals.
regional accents.

Each speaks with unique ideological and

Each has a sensitivity to a particular constituency.

Nothing I may say, today, is intended to detract from that basic fact of
victory in this or any other free election.

Collectively, however, these

Senators are representative of the Democratic Party.

They reflect the

strength of a unified political identity in the midst of ideological
diversity, of a party that excludes no sector of the nation, nor any group
of Americans.
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What I have to say now, I say with all due respect and affection
for our distinguished colleague from South Dakota.

(And if I may digress

for a moment, I would note that not a single Member of the Democratic
Majority in the Senate of the 92nd Congress--south, north, east or west-defected to the Republican Presidential candidate in November.)

Notwith-

standing the outcome of the November election, it should be emphasized that,
as a Senator from South Dakota, George McGovern shares the mandate which
the electorate has given to the Senate Majority.

I have every confidence

that we can expect of him a vigorous contribution in its pursuit.
The recent election tells us something of what the people of the
nation expect of the Senate.

If there is one mandate to us above all others,

it is to exercise our separate and distinct consitutional role in the operation of the Federal government.

The people have not chosen to be governed

by one branch of government alone.
a single party.

They have not asked for government by

Rather, they have called for a reinforcement of the

Constitution's checks and balances.
to provide that reinforcement.

This Democratic Conference must strive

The people have asked of us an independent

contribution to the nation's policies.

To make that contribution is more

than our prerogative, it is our obligation.
An independent Senate does not equate with an obstructionist
Senate.

Insofar as the Leadership is concerned, the Senate will not be

at loggerheads with the President, personally, with his party or his
Administration.

The Senate will give most respectful attention to the

President's words, his program and his appointments.
deserves that courtesy.

Every President

During the period in which you have entrusted me

with the leadership, every President has had that courtesy.
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Iu a similar vein, the rights of the Hcpublican Hinority in the
Senate will be fully sustained by the Majority Leadership and I anticipate
the cooperation of the minority leadership in the operation of the Senate.
I would say to the Minority, however, no less than to the Majority, that
the Senate must be.prepared to proceed in its own way.

When conscience so

dictates, we must seek to initiate and advance public programs from the
Senate and, as indicated, to revise proposals of the Executive Branch.
It is my expectation that the House of Representatives will join
in this approach.

To that end, the Senate Leadership will seek to establish

close and continuing liaison with that of the House.

Looking to the needs

of the entire nation, moreover, the Leadership will put out new lines of
communication to the Governors Conference, notably to its Democratic Members,
as well as to the National Democratic Party.

We have much to learn from

these sources about conditions in the nation.

Their contribution can help

to improve the design of federal activity to meet more effectively the needs
of all states.
There is no greater national need than the termination, forthwith,
of our involvement in the war in Viet Nam.

This Conference has been in the

vanguard in seeking a legislative contribution to rapid withdrawal from that
ill-starred, misbegotten conflict.
overwhelmingly to that effect.

The Majority Conference has resolved

Members have voted on the Senate floor,

preponderantly, to that effect.
Nevertheless, the war is still with us.

Notwithstanding inter-

mittant lulls and negotiations, the prisoners of war remain prisoners and
their numbers grow with each renewal of the bombing.

The fact is that not

a single prisoner has been released to date by our policies; the handfull
who have come home have done so in consequence of gestures from Hanoi.
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The recoverable missing in action have yet to be recovered and their numbers

grovr.

Americans still die in twos and threes and plane-loads.

by the hundreds and thousands.
by unending conflict.

Asians die

The fires of an enduring hostility are fed
a

We are in the process of leaving(neritage of hate

in Southeast Asia to our children and our children's children.

And for what?

With the election behind us, I most respectfully request every
Member of the Conference to examine his position and his conscience once
again on the question of Viet Nam.

I do not know whether there is a legisla-

tive route to the end of this bloody travesty.

I do know that the time is

long since past when we can take shelter in a claim of legislative impotence.
We cannot dismiss our own responsibility by deference to the President's.
It is true that the President can still the guns of the nation in Viet Nam
and bring about the complete withdrawal of our forces by a stroke of the
pen.

It is equally true that the Congress cannot do so.

Congress does have a responsibility.
supplying the men.
again and again.
tion.

Nevertheless,

We are supplying the funds.

We are

So until the war ends, the effort must be made and made
The Executive Branch has failed to make peace by negotia-

It has failed to make peace by elaborating the war first into Cambodia,

then into Laos and, this year, withblockade and renewed bombing, into North
Viet Nam.

The effort to salvage a shred of face from a senseless war has

succeeded only in spreading further devastation and clouding this nation's
reputation.
It remains for the Congress to seek to bring about complete disinvolvement.
Member

We have no choice but to pursue this course.

of this

I urge every

caucus to act in concert with Republican Senators, by

resolution or any other legislative means to close out the military involvement in Viet Nam.

If there is one area where Senate responsiblity
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profoundly supercedes party responsibility, it is in ending the involvement
in Viet Nam.
In view of the tendency of this ,.,ar to flare unexpectedly, the
Leadership now questions the desirability of the Congress ever again to be
in~~

adjournment as we have been since October 13, 1972.

In that

Constitutional state the Congress is unable to be reassembled on an urgent
basis except by call of the President.

It is the Leadership's intention,

therefore, to discuss this gap in Congressional con tinuity with the House
leaders.

It may well be

desir~ble

to provide, at all times, for recall of

the Congress by the Congress itself.

There is ample precedent for provid-

ing standby authority of this kind to the combined Leaderships.
If Indochina continues to preoccupy us abroad, the Senate is
confronted, similarly, with an overriding domestic issue.
control of the expenditures of the Federal government.

The issue is

We must try to

move to meet it, squarely, at the outset of the 93rd Congress.
In the closing days of the last session, the President asked of
Congress unilateral authority to readjust downward expenditures approved
by the Congress within an overall limit of $250 billion.
objectives were meritorious but his concern at the

The President's

i~balance

in expenditures

and revenues might better have been directed to the federal budget which is
now a tool--not of the Congress, but of the Executive Branch.

It is there

that the origins of the great federal deficits of the past few years are
to be found.

The fact is that Congress has not increased but reduced the

Administration's budget requests, overall, by $20.2 billion in the last
four years.

~

-

0

-

As the Conference knows, the House did yield to the President's
request for temporary authority to readjust downward 1 arbitrarily, Congressional appropriations.

The Senate did not do so.

do so for good and proper reasons.

The Senate did not

The power of the purse rests with

Congress under the Constitution and the usurpation or transfer of this
fundamental power to the Executive Branch will take the nation a good part
of the last mile down the road to government by Executive fiat.
not what the last election tells us to do.

That is

That is not what the Constitu-

tion requires us to do.
I say that not in criticism of the President.

The fault lies

not in the Executive Branch but in ourselves, in the Con gress.

We cannot

insist upon the power to control expenditures and then fail to do so.

If

we do not do the job, if we contin ue to abdicate our Constitutional responsibility the powers of the federal government will have to be recast
so that it can be done elsewhere.
We must face the fact that as an institution, Congress is not
readily equipped to carry out this complex responsibility.

By tradition

and practice, for example, each Senate committee proceeds largely in its
own way in them atter of authorizing expenditures.

There is no standing

Senate mechanism for reviewing expenditures to determine where they may
fit into an overall program of government.
dealings with the House.

A similar situation exists in our

So, if we mean to face this problem squarely, it

is essential for us to recognize that the problem is two-fold.

It involves:

(1) coordination of expenditures within the Senate and; (2) coordination
with the House.
In the closing

~ours

of the 92d Congress, Congress created a

Joint Committee to recommend procedures for improving Congressional control
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v·. c.r the tJ.dzct.

·.:n.i.:..c tlds commi t..tee canr:.ut be; expected to conclude its

work by February 15, as the statute directs, it would be my expectation
that by that date an interim report will have been submitted to the Congress.

Thereafter, it is the Leadership's intention to seek the extension

of the Joint Committee in the hope that a definitive answer can be found
to the problem.
In the meantime, what of the coming session?

Unless the Congress

acts now to strengthen coordinated control of expenditures, it is predictable
that the Executive Branch will press again for temporary authority to do so.
It is predictable, too, that sooner or later a Congressional inertia will
underwrite the transfer of this authority on a permanent basis.
That is the reality and it ought to be faced squarely here in
this caucus and on the floor of the Senate.

Unless and until specific

means are recommended by the Joint Committee, I would hope that the
Conference will give the Leadership some guidance on how an over-all
expenditures ceiling may be set as a goal for the first session of the
93d Congress.

Shall we attempt to do it here in the Caucus?

take a figure by suggestion from the President?

Shall we

Thereafter, how wlll we

Qivide an over-all figure among the various major priorities and programs?
How much for defense?

For welfare?

For labor and so forth?

Who will exercise a degree of control over expenditures proposed
in legislation?

Can it be done by a

Appropriations Committee?

co~mittee

of committee chairmen?

The

Should the Majority Policy Committee monitor

expenditure legislation before it reaches the Senate floor to determine
compatability with an overall limitation?

In any case, where will the

necessary budgeting technicians and skilled fiscal officers be obtained?
From the General Accounting Office?
By an expanded Senate staff?

The Congressional Research Service?

- 3 I would note in this connection the.provisions of the Reorganization Act of 1970 which called for a unified computerized system for the
federal government.

The system was to permit classifying various programs

and expenditures of the government so that we might know, among other
things, how much was being spent for each particular purpose.

This knowledge

is essential for effective control of expenditures on the basis of a program
of priorities.
The computer project is being undertaken jointly by the Treasury
and the Office of Management and Budget, in cooperation with the General
Accounting Office.

It is my understanding that the project has concentrated,

to date, on the needs of the Executive Branch while those of the Congress
are being overlooked.
on the right track.

If that is so, this project had better be put back
If it is necessary, the Congress should alter the

enabling legislation to make certain that we get the information that is
needed to control expenditures.

It would be my hope that the appropriate

committees would move without delay to look into this situation.
If the President seeks the cooperation of the Senate in negotiating
an immediate end to the involvement in the Vietnamese war, in the control of
expenditures or, in any other matter of national interest, he will have that
cooperation.

Cooperation depends, however, on a realistic give and take at

both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue .

In the name of cooperation, we cannot

merely acquiesce in unilateral actions of the Executive where the Constitutional powers of Congress are involved as they are in Viet Nam and in the
control of expenditures.

I would also note in this connection the proclivity

of the Executive Branch to impound funds from time to time for activities
approved by the Congress.

This dubious Constitutional practice denies and

frustrates the explicit intention of the Legislative Branch.
There are some areas in which, clearly, we can work cooperativel:
with the President.

Defense expenditures, for example, can continue to be
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I am glad to note that the Armed Services

Committee and the Appropriations Committee both have been moving to bring
about a general reduction of requests of the Executive Branch for these
purposes.

As a matter of fact, the reduction in defense appropriations

amounted to $5.3 billion for FY '73 and I •rould hope that we will do even
better this year.
He should also consider closely the Administration's announced
plans to close some domestic military tases during the coming year.

The

Executive Branch should not overlook the approximately 2, 000 installations
and bases which we have set up in all parts of the world at a continuing
cost of billions of dollars annually.
cooperation vrith the President.

Here, too, there is an area for

I would suggest most respectfully that the

Senate and the President consider jointly both in terms of obsolescence and
economy the closing of a good many of these overseas establishments.
In the civilian sector, the President has indicated that the
Federal bureaucracy is too large.

There would certainly be grounds for

close cooperation with the Senate in this sphere.

The misuse and underuse

of civil servants is a scandalous waste of public funds which is felt
especially at a time of rising federal salary scales.

To overload the

agencies and departments with personnel is also demeaning and deadening to
the dedicated men and worn en in the federal service.
If the President will work with the Congress on this matter, I
am persuaded that the Civil Service can be reduced substantially from its
present 2.8 million employees.

The reduction can be without personal hard-

ships, by a carefully developed program which would permit greater flexibility in transfers among agencies and incentive retirements.

Such a

program coupled with the natural attrition of death and resignation and
with accompanying limits on new hirings could do much to improve the tone
of government service and curb the payroll costs which now stand at $32
billion a year.
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The President has expressed an interest in proceeding with his
earlier proposed plans for reorganizing the Federal government.

Clearly,

there is a need for reorganization of sprawling, over-extended, over-lapping
Executive departments, agencies and commissions.

It must be faced as a

realistic matter, however, that any basic reorganization in government is a
difficult undertaking at best.

In my judgment, a wholesale approach is not

likely to achieve anything more concrete now than when it was first advanced
two years ago.

It would be only a charade.

It is my hope, therefore, that

the President would concentrate on areas of maximum need.

It seems to me

that Members of the Senate who have shown a deep interest in this problem
can be very helpful in working with the Administration to define those areas.
Turning to our potential contribution to a legislative program for
this session, I would emphasize that the Senate has a distinct mandate to
assert its own concepts of priorities.

The Constitution does not require

us to await proposals from the Executive Branch.

In this connection, two

categories of "carry-over" legislation from the 92d Congress warrant immediate attention.

The first consists of those measures passed by Congress

in the last session but vetoed by the President.

In many cases, the same

measures can be reported promptly by the appropriate committees largely on
the basis of comprehensive hearings held in the past.

'~ithin

this group,

of even more urgent concern are the following bills which were vetoed after
congress adjourned without opportunity to override:
1.

An Act to Establish Mining, Mineral, and Related Environmental

Research Centers in Each State.
2.

The Airport Development Acceleration Act.

3.

The Public works Navigation and Flood control construction Bill.
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4. The National Environmental Data System Act.
5·

Extension of Grants to States for Vocational Rehabilitation

of Handicapped Individuals.
6.

The Veterans' Health Care Reform Act of 1972.

7.

The National Veterans' Cemetery System Act.

8. Reclassification of Positions of Deputy
9.

u. s.

Marshals.

National Institute of Gerontology Bill.

10.

Revision of the Older Americans Act of 1965.

11.

Public works and Economic Development Act Amendments of 1972.

12.

Appropriations for the Departments of Labor and Health,

Education, and \-lelfare for Fiscal Year 1973.
A second category of priority bills includes those which were
reported out and considered in either the House or the Senate during the
92d Congress but not enacted.

They include pioneering measures of great

relevance to the quality of the nation's life and the welfare of its citizens.
These measures should be reported by the Committees early in the current
session so that the Congress may consider them carefully.
J..

Comprehensive Housing.

2.

Consumer Protection Agency.

3· No-fault Insurance.
4.

Minimum Wage.

5. Pension Reform.
6.

Comprehensive Health Insurance.

7.

Health Maintenance Organizations.

8.

Strict Strip Mining Controls.

9.

Omnibus Crime Victims Bill.

The list includes:

-

~

-

: >Tould note, in particular, legislation involving health insurance.
Senators have introduced various measures dealing with this subject.
Administration has advanced other proposals.

The

The Congressional approach

tends to offer more comprehensive health coverage to the people of the
nation.

The Administration is more concerned with costs.

It would be my

hope that a compromise can be brought about between what Senators have
sugsested and what the Administration has recommended.

In that fashion, we

might at least begin to move in the direction of meeting the medical and
hospital needs of all of our citizens.
In a closely related area, we will have to come to grips with the
question of welfare reform.

Over the past ten years, the costs of welfare

have increased from $5 billion to approximately $15 billion.
continues upward.

The trend

The states and localities are overwhelmed by a growing

demand for assistance.

They plead for greater federal assistance in shoul-

dering this load.
It is inconceivable to me that this nation will ever turn its
back on those among us whose lives have been crippled by physical or mental
handicaps, by unemployment, by poverty and disease.

For years, we have

assisted such people, by the millions, abroad as well as at home.
Nevertheless, we must find a better way of dealing with this problem.

We must find a more effective system not only of training but of

placement to put the able-bodied to work.
getting people off welfare rolls.

It is more than a matter of

It is a matter of the right to personal

dignity for every American who is prepared to assert it.

It is a right

which is interwoven with supporting oneself and family and with making a
constructive contribution to the nation.
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To date, the Administration has failed to meet this situation.
So, too, has the Congress.

Hopefully, together, in the 93d Congress we

can make a new beginning.
Once, again, in the last election the flaws in the electoral
system were paraded before the nation.

In my judgment, both Congressional

and Presidential campaigns are too repetitive, too dull and too hard on
candidates and electorate.

Most serious, the factor of finance begins to

overshadow all other considerations in determining who runs for public office
and who does not, in determining who gets adequate exposure and who does not.
It is not healthy for free government when vast wealth becomes the principal
arbiter of questions of this kind.

It is not healthy for the nation, for

politics to become a sporting game of the rich.
This Congress must look and look deeply at where the nation's
politics are headed.

In my judgment, ways must be found to hold campaign

expenditures within reasonable limits.

Moreover, to insure open access to

politics, I can think of no better application of public funds than, as
necessary, to use them for the financing of elections so that public office
will remain open to all, on an unfettered and impartial basis, for the better
service of the nation.

~ith

this principle forming the objective, it would

be desirable to consider limiting campaigns to three weeks or four weeks,
later scheduling of conventions and possibly, replacing the present haphazard,
expensive, time-consuming state primaries with national primaries.

Once

again, too, consideration might be given to abolishing the electoral college
and to adjustments in the Constitutional provision involving the Presidential
term of office and, perhaps, that of the Members of the House.
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The Federal Election Campaign Contributions Act, which we enacted
in the 92d Congress and which was put into effect this past year, may also
need refinement and modification to reduce undue paper-shuffling and other
burdens without compromising the principle of full disclosure.

There are

also some specific matters relating to the past elections which warrant
investigatory attention.

One is the so-called watergate Affair which appears

to have been nothing less than a callous attempt to subvert the political
processes of the nation, in blatant disregard of the law.

Another is the

circulation by mail of false allegations against our colleagues, Senator
Muskie, Senator Jackson and Senator H1xmphrey, during the Florida primary
campaign, with the clear intent, to say the least, of sowing political confusion.
Still another is the disconcerting news that dossiers on Congressional candidates have been kept by the FBI for the last 22 years.
practice has reportedly been stopped.

This

It would be well for the appropriate

committees to see to it that appointed employees in the agencies of this
government are not placed again in the position of surreptitious meddling
in the free operation of the electoral process.
sought to avoid that role in other situations.

The FBI has, properly,
We must do whatever is

necessary to see to it that neither the FBI, the military intelligence
agencies or any other appointive office of the government is turned by its
temporary occupants into a secret intruder into the free operation of the
system of representative government in the United States.
on November 17, 1972, I addressed letters to Chairman Eastland of
the Judiciary Committee and Chairman Ervin of the Government Operations
committee.

I requested that these two Chairmen get together and make a
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recommendation to the Leadership on how to proceed to investigate these
and related matters, to the end that the Senate's effort may be concentrated.
I rene'l-1 that request, today.
ivhile I am on this subject, I would lH:e to suggest, too, that
attention be given to the appearance in the courts and Executive Agencies
of what may be a tendency to cloud by its disconcertiug interpretaticns the
safeguards of the First Amendment as they apply to practitioners in the
press and other media of communications.

If this tendency does exist , the

Congress has a responsibility to try to check it.

The press, radio and TV

are prime sources of light in the othen1ise hidden recesses of our government
and society .

They are as essential to the fulfillment of our legislative

responsibilities as they are to the general enlightenment of the public.
At the very least, therefore, it seems, too, that a Senate inquiry is called
for into the implications of recent court decisions and such official pronouncements as that of the Director of the Office of Telecommunications
Policy regarding the "Fairness Doctrine."

We share with the President and

the Courts a Constitutional responsibility to protect the freedom of the
press to operate as a free press.
I would like next to present a
procedures of the Senate.

thoughts about the internal

In recent weeks, much has been said about the

evils of the scniori ty system.
make these assertions.

fe'l-1

I can understand the intent of those 1vho

Yet, I vrould observe that, in general, the senate

has been well served in the years of my personal recollection, by the Chairmen
of its various committees.
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For the benefit of the new Members, however, I would point out
that the system which is followed in the Senate by the Democratic conference
in nominating Members to Senate committees is not one of automatic deference
to seniority.

In the first place, nominees for each standing committee and

its chairmen are designated by the Conference's steering Committee and by
secret ballot.

During the 92d Congress, for the first time, the Leadership

submitted in block to the Democratic Conference for concurrence the names
of any new members of the several committees.

The Steering committee's

selections were endorsed unanimously by the Conference.
Beginning in the 92d Congress, moreover, the Conference adopted
a ratification procedure calling for separate conference concurrence in the
case of each of the steering Committee's designees for Committee Chairman.
That process will be followed this year and a Democratic Conference will be
called for that purpose when the Steering Committee completes its work.
Finally, I should note that what I have just discussed is the procedure only
for designation of Democratic Members to Senate committees.

The actual

election of committees and chairmen occurs on the floor of the Senate where,
once again, they are subject to challenge.
substantial.

The safeguards seem to me to be

Nevertheless, the Chair will entertain any request for further

discussion of this matter.
On another question, I have received from Senator Moss, a letter
which states, in part,
"It is my hope that the Democratic conference will
adopt a resolution directing the Policy Committee to
set forth the legislative objectives of the Democratic
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Party.

It follmrs, of course, that all Democrats would

be expected to support to the maximum degree possible
these objectives."
Let me note, in this connection, that in early

1969, the

Leadership did raise with the Policy Committee the question of who was to
speak for the Democratic Party in the Federal government in view of the
election of a Republican President.
a need existed for such a spokesman.

The Committee agreed unanimously that
Thereupon, it adopted unanimously

certain new rules of procedure which were proposed by the Leadership to
deal with this need.

In general, these rules provided for regular meetings

of the Policy Committee to consider issues which might be identified as
suitable for the assumption of a party position.

Those issues were to be

considered \-Thich came to the Policy committee--quoting from the committee Is
rules--"by reference

from any Member of the Policy Committee, by staff

study of legislattve proposals, statements or other actions of the Administration and by reference to the (Policy) Committee from any legislative
Committee."
The Committee further agreed to consider "the issues which are
thus brought to its attention for the purpose of determining whether they
are of a significance and are likely to evoke sufficient agreement as to
warrant adoption by the Majority Party of a Policy position."
Finally, the

r.~ittee

agreed to seek "to secure the widest degree

of party acceptance of a position on any significant issue (and) •.. to be
guided by a minimum of a two-thirds vote in determining the issues on which
a party position should be taken."
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In short, basic machinery in line with Senator Moss' suggestion
has been available and in operation in the Policy Committee for four years.
The

rul~e

of procedure which govern in this connection were approved in

full and unanimously by the Democratic Conference on May 20, 1969, as well
as by the Legislative Committee Chairmen.

They have been used to identify

and to disseminate more than a dozen party positions in the Senate and, in
general, these positions have had substantial Democratic support.
It is conceivable that the Conference would wish to make changes
in the functions of the Majority Policy Committee with a view to strengthening its role along the lines of Senator Moss' letter.

It would be helpful,

however, if the Policy Committee itself might consider this matter before it
is discussed in the Conference.

If there are to be modifications in the

present procedures of the Committee, as approved unanimously by the Conference
in the past, we ought to be as specific as possible in presenting them.
The Policy Committee will be meeting soon and the Leadership will undertake
to raise the matter at that time.

The results of the discussion will be

brought back to the Conference thereafter if changes are to be proposed.
I will now close these remarks with a final reference to the last
election.

I suppose each of us interprets the national sentiment which is

reflected in the outcome in terms of his own predilections.
have done so.

Certainly, I

Therefore, "the state of the Senate," as seen from the view-

point of the Democratic Majority might not necessarily dovetail with the
mandate which the Administration delineates from President Nixon's reelection or that which is seen by the Republican Minority in the Congress.
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Nevertheless, it does seem that the election tells all of
us--President, Democratic Majority and Republican Minority--what the people
of the nation do not want.
l)

They do not want one party or one branch government during

the next two years.
2)

They do not want to turn back the clock on the national

effort to improve the human climate and the physical environment in which
the people of this nation must. live.

3)

They do not want a rate of change which whether too slow or

too rapid produces major internal chaos and disruption.

4) Most of all, they do not want the President to continue nor
the Congress to acquiesce in the indefinite continuance of the senseless
bloodshed in Viet Nam and, with it, the indefinite postponement of the return
of the POW's and the recoverable MIA's.
These negatives point the 1vay to the positive path which the Senate
Majority Leadership intends to pursue during the next two years.
abandon the effort to end the U.

s.

We will not

involvement in VietNam and to bring

back the POW's and the recoverable MIA's, period.

We will work to preserve

and to enhance the faithfulness of this nation to its constitutional principles and its highest ideals and, in so doing, we will not shut the door
on essential changes.
The Leadership needs your cooperationj your understanding and your
support.

Ideas are welcomed, equally, from every Member of this Conference,

the oldest no less than the youngest, the most junior no less than the most
senior.

Together, we are here, in the last analysis, with only one mandate--

to serve the people of the several states and the nation.
Leadership will strive to carry out that mandate in full.

With your help, the

<tongrrssional Rrrord

..,
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REMARKS OF SENATOR MANSFIELD
AT THE DEMOCRATIC CONFERENCE
Mr. MANSli'IELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD the text of the statement
I made today at the Democratic conference.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
REMARKS OF SENATOR MIKE l\1ANSFIFLD AT THE
DEMOCRA"<'IC CONFERENCE

we meet, today, with a new majority. We
meet with new responsibilities ana a new
mandate.
The same electorate that endorsed the
President increased the Democratic majority in the Senate by two votes. If the reelected Members (Senators Sparkman, McClellan, Mondale, Eastland, Metcalf, Mcintyre and Randolph), and Senators-elect
(Senators Abourezk of South Dakota, Eiden
of Delaware, Clark of Iowa, Haskell of Colorado, Hathaway of Maine, Huddleston of
Kentucky, Johnston of Louisiana, and Nunn
of Georgia) will stand, the Conference
would appreciate the opportunity and the
privilege of congratulating them en bloc.
In my judgment, the vote for each of these
Senators in November was cast for them as
individuals. Each speaks with unique ideological and regional accents Each has a sensitivity to a particular constituency. Nothing,
I may say today, is intended to detract from
that basic fact of victory in this or any other
free election. Collectively, however, these
Senators are representative of the Democratic
Party. They reftect the strength of a unified
political identity in the midst of ideological
diversity, of a party that excludes no sector
of the nation, nor any group of Americans.
What I have to say now, I say with all due
respect and affection for our distinguished
colleague from South Dakota. (And if I may
digress f..or a moment, I would note that not a
single Member of the Democratic Majority in
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the Senate of the 92nd Congress-south,
north, east, or west-defected to the Republican Presidential candidate in November.)
Notwithstanding the outcome of the November election, it should be emphasized
that, as a Senator from South Dakota, George
McGovern shares the mandate which the
electorate has given to the Senate Majority. I
have every confidence that we can expect of
him a vigorous contribution in its pursuit.
The recent election tells us something of
what the people of the nation expect of the
Senate. If there is one mandate to us above
all others, it is to exercise our separate and
distinct constitutional role in the operation
of the Federal government. The people have
not chosen to be governed by one branch of
government alone. They have not asked for
government by a single party. Rather, they
have called for a reinforcement of the Constitution's checks and balances. This Democratic Conference must strive to provide that
reinforcement. The people have asked of us
an independent contribution to the nation's
policies. To malce that contribution is more
than our prerogative, it is our obligation.
An independent Senate does not equate
with an obstructionist Senate. Insofar us the
Leadership is concerned, the Sen[:.te will not
be at loggerheads with the President, personally, with his party or his Administration.
The Senate will give most respectful attention to the President's words, his program
and his appointments. Every President d eserves that courtesy. During the period in
which you have entrusted me with the leadership, every President has had that cour tesy.
In a similar vein, the rights of the Republican Minority in the Senate will be fully
sustained by the Majority Leadership and
I anticipate the cooperation of the minorit y
leadership in the operation of the Senate.
I would say to the Minority, however, no
less than to the Majority, that t h e Senate
must be prepared to proceed in its own wa y.
When conscience so d ictates, we must seek
to initiate and advance public programs
from the Senate and, as indicated , t o revise
p r oposals of the Executive Branch.
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It is my expectation that the House o!
Representatives will join in this approach.
To that end, the Senate Leadership wlll seek
to establish close and continuing liaison
with that of the House. Looking to the needs
of the entire nation, moreover, the Leadership will put out new lines of cominiUnication to the Governors Conference, notably
to its Democratic Members, as well as to the
National Democratic Party. We have much
to learn from these sources about conditions
in the nation. Their contribution can help
to improve the design of federal activity to
meet more effectively the needs of all states.
There is no greater national need than
the termination, forthwith, of our involvement in the war in Viet Nam. This Conference has been in the vanguard in seeking a
legislative contribution to rapid withdrawal
from that ill-starred, misbegotten conflict.
The Majority Conference has resolved overwhelmingly to that effect. Members have
voted on the Senate floor, preponderantly,
to that effect.
Nevertheless, the war is still with us. Notwithstan?ing intermittant lulls and negotiations, the prisoners of war remain prisoners
and their numbers grow with each renewal
of the bombing. The fact is that not a single
prisoner has been released to date by our
policies; the handful! who have come home
have done so in consequence of gestures
,from Hanoi.
The recoverable missing in action have yet
to be recovered and their numbers grow.
Americans still die in twos and threes and
plane-loads. Asians die by the hundreds and
thousands. The fires of an enduring hostility
are fed by unending conflict. We are in the
process of leaving a heritage of hate in
Southeast Asia to our children and our children's children. And for what?
With the election behind us, I most respeclfully request every Member of the Conference to examine his position and his conscience once again on the question of Viet
~am_. I do not know whether there is a legIslatl vc route to the end of this blood travesty. I do know that the time is long since
past when we can take shelter in a claim of
legislative impotence. We cannot dismiss our
own responsibility by deference to the President's. It is true that the President can still
the guns of the nation in VietNam and bring
about the complete withdrawal of our forces
by a stroke of the pen. It is equally true that
the Congress cannot do so. Nevertheless, congress does have a responsibility. We are supplying the funds. We are supplying the men.
So until the war ends, the effort must be
made and made again and again. The Executive Branch has failed to make peace by negotiation. It has failed to make peace by
elaborating the war first into Cambodia then
into Laos and, this year, with blockad~ and
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renewed bombing, into North VietNam. The
effort to salvage a shred of face from a senseless war has succeeded only in spreading further devastation and clouding this naltion's
reputation.
It remains for the Congress to seek to bring
about complete disinvolvement. We have no
choice but to pursue this course. I urge every
Member of this caucus to act in concert with
Republican Senators, by resolution or any
other legislative means to close out the military involvement in Viet Nam. If there is
one area where Senate responsibiilty profoundly supersedes party responsibility it is
in ending the involvement in VietNam:
In view of the tendency of this war to
~are unexpectedly, the Leadership now questwns the desirability of the Congress ever
again to be in sine die adjournment as we
have been since October 18, 1972. In that
Constitutional state the Congress is unable
to be reassembled on an urgent basis except
by call of the President. It is the Leadership's intention, . therefore, to discuss this
gap in Congressional continuity with the
House leaders. It may well be desirable to
provide, at all times, for recall of the Congress by Congress itself. There is ample precedent for providing standby authority of this
kind to the combined Leaderships.
If Indochina continues to preoccupy us
abroad, the Senate is confronted, similarly,
with an overriding domestic issue. The issue
is control of the expenditures of the .Federal
government. We must try to move to meet
it, squarely, at the outset of the 93rd Congress.
In the closing days of the last session, the
President asked of Congress unilateral authority to readjust downward expenditures
approved by the Congress within an overall
limit of $250 billion. The President's objectives were meritorious but his concern at the
imbalance in expenditures and revenues
might better have been directed to -the federal budget which is now a tool-not of Congress, but of the Executive Branch. It is there
that the origins of the great federal deficits
of the past few years are to be found . The
fact is that Congress has not increased but
reduced the Administration's budget requests, overall, by $20.2 billion in the last
four years.
As the Conference knows, the House did
yield to the President's request for temporary authority to readjust downward, arbitrarily; Congressional appropriations. The
Senate did not do so. The Senate did not do
so for good and proper reasons. The power
of the purse rests with Congress under the
Constitution and the usurpation or transfer
of this fundamental power to the Executive
Branch will take the nation a good part of
the last mil~ down the road to government
by Executive fiat. That is not what the last
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election tells us to do. That is not what the
Constitution requires us to do.
I say that not in criticism of the President.
The fault lies not in the Executive Branch
but in ourselves, in the Congress. We cannot
insist upon the power to control expenditures and then fail to do so. If we do not do
the job, if we continue to abdicate our Constitutional responsibility the powers of the
federal government will have to be recast
so that it can be done elsewhere.
We must face the fact that as an institution, Congress is not readily equtpped to
carry out this complex responsibility. By
tradition and practice, for example, each
Senate committee proceeds largely in its own
way in the matter of authorizing expenditures. There is no standing Senate mechanism for reviewing expenditures to determine
where they may fit into an overall program of
government. A similar situation exists in our
dealings with the House. So, if we mean to
face this problem squarely, it is essential for
us to recognize that the problem is two-fold.
It involves: (1) coordination of expenditures
within the Senate and; (2) coordination
with the Rouse.
In the closing hours of the 92d Congress.
Congress created a Joint Committee to recommend procedures for improving Congressional control over the budget. While this
committee cannot be expected to conclucle
its work by February 15, as the statute ctirects, it would be my expectation that by
that date an inte\ im report will have bee~1
submitted to the Congress Thereafter, it is
the Leadership's intention to seck the exten!?ion of the Joint Committee in the hope
that a definitive answer cau be found to the
problem.
In the meantime, what of the comincr ses.
?
u n 1ess the Congress acts now
°
swn.
to
strengthen coordinated control of exnenditures, it is predictable that the Exe'cuti\'e
Brar:ch will press again for temporary a.uthonty to do so. It is predictable, too, that
sooner or later a Congressional inertia will
underwrite the transfer of this authority on
a permanent basis.
That is the reality and it ought to be faced
squarely here in this caucus and on the floor
of the Senate. Unless and until specific means
are recommended by the Joint Committee r
would hope that the Conference will gi,ve
the Leadership some guidance on how an
over-all expenditures ceiling may be set as
a goal for the first session of the 93d Congress. Shall we attempt to do it here in the
Caucus? Shall we take a figure by suggestion from the President? Thereafter, how will
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we divide an over-all figure among the various major priorities and programs? How
much for defense? For welfare? For labor and
so forth?
Who will exercise a degree of control over
expenditures proposed in legislation.? Can it
be done by a committee of committee chairmen?
The
Appropriations
Committee?
Should the Majority Policy Committee monitor expenditure legislation before it reaches
the Senate floor to determine compatibility
with an overall limitation? In any case,
where will the necessary budgeting technicians and skilled fiscal officers be obtained?
From the General Accounting Office? The
Congressional Research Service? By an expanded Senate staff?
I would note in this connection the provisions of the Reorganization Act of 1970
which called for a unified computerized system for the federal government. The system
was to permit classifying various programs
and expenditures of the government so that
we might know, among other things, how
much was being spent for each particular
purpose. This knowledge is essential for effective control of expenditures on the basis
of a program of priorities.
The computer project is being undertaken
jointly by the Treasury and the Office of
Management and Budget, in cooperation with
the General Accounting Office. It is my understanding that the project has concentrated, to date, on the needs of the Executive
Branch while those of the Congress are being overlooked. If that is so, this project had
better be put back on the right track. If it
is necessary, the Congress should alter the
enabling legislation to make certain that we
get the information that is needed to control
expenditures. It would be my hope that the
appropriate committees would move without
delay to look into this situation.
If the President seeks the cooperation of
the Senate in negotiating an immediate end
to the involvement in the Vietnamese war,
in the control of expenditures or, in any
other matter of national interest, he will
have that cooperation. Cooperation depends,
however, on a realistic give and take at both
ends of Pennsylvania Avenue. In the name
of cooperation, we cannot merely acquiesce
in unilateral actions of the Executive where
tbe Constitutional powers of Congress are
involved as they are in Vietnam and in the
control of expenditures. I would also note in
this connection the proclivity of the Executive Branch to impound funds from time to
time for activities approved by the Congress.
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This dubious Constitutional practice denies
and frustrates the explicit intention of the
Legislative Branch.
There are some areas in which, clearly, we
can work cooperatively with the President.
Defense expenditures, for example, can continue to be reduced to a more realistic level.
I am glad to note that the Armed Services
committee and the Appropriations Committee both have been moving to bring about a
general reduction of requests of the Executive Branch for these purposes. As a matter
of fact, the reduction in defense appropriations amounted to $5.3 billion for FY '73
and I would hope that we will do eYen better
this year.
We should also consider closely the Administration's announced plans to close
some domestic military bases during the
coming year. The Executive Branch should
not overlook the approximately 2,000 installations and bases which we have set up in
all parts of the world at a continuing cost
of billions of dollars annually. Here, too,
there is an area for cooperation with the
President. I would suggest most respectfully
that the Senate and the President consider
jointly both in terms of obsolescence and
economy the closing of a good many of these
overseas establishments
In tlle civilian sector, the President has
indicated that the Federal bureaucracy is
too large. There would certainly be grounds
for close cooperation with the Senate in this
sphere. The misuse and underuse of civil
servants is a scandalous waste of public
funds which is felt especially at a time of
rising federal salary scales. To overloa d the
agencies and departments with personnel
is also demeaning and deadening to the dedicated men and women in the federal service.
If the President will work with the Congress on this matter, I am persuaded that the
Civil Service can be reduced substantially
from its present 2.8 million employees. The
reduction can be without personal hardships, by a carefully developed program
which would permit greater flexibility in
transfers among agencies and incentive retirements. Such a program coupled with the
natural attrition or death and resignation
and with accompanying limits on new hirings could do much to improve the tone of
government service and curb the payroll costs
which now stand at $32 billion a year.
The President has expressed an interest in
proceeding with his earlier proposed plans
for reorganizing the Federal government.
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Clearly, there is a need for reorganization of
sprawling, over-extended, over-lapping Executive departments, agencies and commissions.
It must be faced as a realistic matter, however, that any basic reorganization in government is a difficult undertaking at best. In
my judgment, a wholesale approach is not
likely to achieve anything more concrete now
than when it was first advanced two years
ago. It would be only a charade. It is my
hope, therefore, that the President would
concentrate on areas of maximum need. It
seems to me that Members o! the Senate
who have shown a deep interest in this problem can be very helpful in working with the
Administration to define those areas.
Turning to our potential contribution to a
legislative program for this session, I would
emphasize that the Senate has a distinct
mandate to assert its own concepts of rrioritles. The Constitution does not require us
to await proposals from the Executive Branch.
In this connection, two categories o! "carryover" legislation from the 92d Congress warrant immedi!llte attention. The first consists
of those measures passed by Congress in the
last session but vetoed by the President. In
many cases, the same measures can be reported promptly by the appropriate committees largely on the basis of comprehensive
hearings held iii the past. Within this grm·p,
of even more urgent concern are the following bills which were vetoed after Congress
adjourned without opportunity to override:
1. An Act to Establish Mining, Mineral,
and Related Environmental Research Centers
in Each State.
2. The Airport Development Acceleration
Act.
3. The Public Works Navigation and Flood
Control Construction Bill.
4. The National Environmental Data System Act.
5. Extension of Grants to States for Vocational Rehabilitation of Handicapped Individuals.
6. The Veterans' Health Care Reform Act
of 1972.
7. The National Veterans' Cemetery System
Act.
8. Reclassification of Positions of Deputy
U.S. Marshals.
9 . National Institute of Gerontology Bill.
10. Revision of the Older Americans Act of
1965.
11. Public Works and Economic Development Act Amendments of 1972.
12. Appropriations for the Departments o!
Labor and Health, Education, and Welfare
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for Fiscal Year 1973.
A second category of priority bills includes
those which were reported out and considered in either the House or the Senate during
the 92d Congress but not enacted. They include pioneering measures of great relevance
to the quality of the nation's life and the welfare of its citizens. These measures should be
reported by the Committees early in the current session so that the Congress may consider them carefully. The list includes:
1. Comprehensive Housing.
2. Consumer Protection Agency.
3. No-fault Insurance.
4. Minimum Wage.
5. Pension Reform.
6. Comprehensive Health Insurance.
7. Health Maintenance Organizations.
8. Strict Strip Mining Controls.
9. Omnibus Crime Victims Bill.
I would note, in particular, legislation involving health insurance. Senators have introduced various measures dealing with this
subject. The Administration has advanced
other proposals. The Congressional approach
tends to offer more comprehensive health
coverage to the people of the nation. The Administration is more concerned with costs.
It would be my hope that a compromise can
be brought about between what Senators
have suggested and what the Administration
has recommended. In that fashion, we might
at least begin to move in the direction or·
meeting the medical and hospital needs of all
of our citizens.
In a closely related area, we will have to
come to grips with the question of welfare reform. Over the past ten years, the
costs of welfare have increased from $5 billion to approximately $15 billion. The trend
continues upward. The states and localities
are overwhelmed by a growing demand for
assistance. They plead for greater federal assistance in shouldering this load.
It is inconceivable to me that this nation
will ever turn its back on those among us
whose lives have been crippled by physical
or mental handicaps, by unemployment, by
poverty and disease. For years, we have assisted such people, by the millions, abroad
as well as at home.
Nevertheless, we must find a better way of
dealing with this problem. We must find a
more effective system not only of training
but of placement to put the able-bodied to
work. It is more than a matter of getting
people off welfare rolls. It is a matter of the
right to personal dignity for every American
who is prepared to assert it. It is a right
which is interwoven with supporting oneself
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and family with making a constructive contribution to the nation.
To date, the Administration has failed to
meet this situation. So, too, has the Congress.
Hopefully, together, in the 93d Congress we
can make a new beginning.
Once, again, in the last election the flaws
in the electoral system were paraded before
the nation. In my judgment, both Congressional and Presidential campaigns are too
repetitive, too dull and too hard in candidates and electorate. Most serious, the factor
of finance begins to overshadow all other
considerations in determining who runs for
public office and who does not, in determining
who gets adequate exposure and who does
not. It is not healthy for free government
when vast wealth becomes the principal arbiter of questions of this kind. It is not
healthy for the nation, for politics to become
a sporting game of the rich .
This Congress must look and look deeply
at where the nation's politics are headed.
In my judgment, ways must be found to hold
campaign expenditures within reasonable
limits. !>.'loreover, to insure open access to
politics, I can think of no better application
of public funds than, as necessary, to use
them for the financing of elections so that
public office will remain open to all, on an
unfettered and impartial · basis, for the better service of the nation. With this principle
formin g the objective, it would be desirable
to consider limiting campaigns to three weeks
or four weeks, later scheduling of conventions
and possibly, replacing the present haphazard, expensive, time-consuming state primaries with national primaries. Once again,
too, consideration might be given to abolishing the electoral college and to adjustments
in the Constitutional provision involving the
Presidential term of office and, perhaps, that
of the Members of the House.
The Federal Election Campaign Contributions Act, which we enacted in the 92d Congress and which was put into effect this past
year, may also need refinement and modification to reduce undue paper-shufiling and
other burdens without compromising the
principle of full disclosure. There are also
some specific matters relating to the past
elections which warrant investigatory attention. One is the so-called Watergate Affair
which appears to have been nothing less than
a callous attempt to subvert the political
processes of the nation, in blatant dis regard
of the law. Another is the circulation by mail
of false allegations against our colleagues,
Senator Muskie, Sentor Jackson and Senator
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Humphrey, during the Florida primary campaign, with the clear intent, to say the least
of sowing political confusion.
Stlll another is the disconcerting news that
dossiers on Congressional candidates have
been kept by the FBI for the last 22 years.
This practice has reportedly been stopped.
It would be well for the appropriate committees to see to it that appointed employees in
the agencies of this government are not
placed again in the position of surreptitious
meddling in the free operation of the electoral process. The FBI has, properly, sought
to avoid that role in other situations. We
must do whatever is necessary to see to it
that neither the FBI, the military intelligence agencies or any other appointive office
of the government is turned by its temporary occupants into a secret intruder into
the free operation of the systtem of representative government in the United States.
On November 17, 1972, I addr~ssed letters
to Chairman Eastland of the Judiciary Committee and Chairman Ervin of the Government Operations Committee. I requested that
these two Chairmen get together and make a
recommendation to the Leadership on how
to proceed to investigate these and related
matters, to the end that the Senate's effort
may be concenLrated . I renew that request,
today.
While I am on this subject, I would like to
suggest,, too, that attention be given to the
appearance in the Courts and Executive
Agencies of what may be a tendency to cloud
by disconcerting interpretations the safeguards of the First Amendment as they
apply to practitioners in the press and other
media of communications. If this tendency
docs exist, the Congress has a responsibili t y
to try to check it. The press, nu:lio and TV
are prime sources of light in the otherwise
hidden recesses of our government and society. They are as essential to the fulfillment
of our legislative responsibilities as they are
to the general enlightenment of the public.
At the very least, therefore, it seems, too,
that a Senate inquiry is called for into the
implications of recent court decisions and
such official pronouncements as that of the
Director of the Office of Telecommunications
Policy regarding the "Fairness Doctrine." We
share with the President and the Courts a
Constitutional responsibility to protect the
freedom of the press to operate as a free
press.
I would like next to present a few thoughts
about the internal procedures of the Senate.
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In recent weeks, much has been said about
the evils of the seniority system. I can understand the intent of those who make these
assertions. Yet, I would observe that, in general, the Senate has been well served in the
years of my personal recollection, by the
Chairmen of its various committees.
For the benefit of the new Members, however, I would point out that the system which
is followed in the Senate by the Democratic
Conference in nominating Members to Senate committees is not one of automatic deference to seniority. In the first place, nominees for each standing committee and its
chairmen are designated by the Conference's
Steering Committee and by secret ballot.
During the 92d Congress, for the first time,
the Leadership submitted in block to the
Democratic Conference for concurrence the
names of any new members of the several
committees. The Steering Committee's selections were endorsed unanimously by the
Conference.
Beginning in the 92d Congress, moreover,
the Conference adopted a ratification procedure calling for separate Conference concurrence in the case of each of the Steering
Committee's designees for Committee Chairman . That process will be followed this year
and a Democratic Conference will be called
for that purpose when the Steering Committee completes its work. Finally, I should
note that what I have just discussed is the
procedure only for designation of Democratic
Members to Senate committees. The actual
election of committees and chairmen occurs
on the ftoor of the Senate where, once again,
they are subject to challenge. The safeguards
seem to me to be substantial. Nevertheless,
the Chair will entertain any request for
further discussion of this matter.
On another question, I have received from
Senator Moss, a letter which states, in part,
"It is my hope that the Democratic Conference will adopt a resolution directing the
Policy Committee to set forth the legislative
objectives of the Democratic Party. It follows,
of course, that all Democrats would be expected to support to the maximum degree
possible these objectives."
Let me note, in this connection, that in
early 1969, the Leadership did raise with the
Policy Committee the question of who was
to speak for the Democratic Party in the
Federal government in view of the election of
a. Republican President. The Committee
agreed unanimously that a. need existed for
such a. spokesman. Thereupon, it adopted
unanimously certain new rules of procedure
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which were proposed by the l,)eader&hip to
deal with this need. In general, these rules
provided for regular meetings of the Policy
Committee to consider issues which might
be identified as suitable for the assumption
of a party position. Those issues were to be
considered which came to the Policy Committee-quoting from
the Committee's
rules-"by reference . . . from any Member
of the Policy Committee, by staff study of
legislative proposals, statements or other actions of the Administration and by reference
to the (Policy) Committee from any legislative Committee."
The Committee further agreed to consid~r
"the issues which are thus brought to its
attention for the purpose of determining
whether they are of a significance and are
likely to evoke sufficient agreement as to warrant adoption by the Majority Party of a
P olicy position."
Finally, the Committee agreed to seek "to
secure t he widest degree of party acceptance
of a position on any significant issue (and)
. . . to be guided by a minimum of a twothirds vote in determining the issues on
which a party position should be taken."
In short, bas ic machinery in line with
Senator Moss' suggestion has been available
and in operation in the Policy Committee
for four years. The rules of procedure which
govern in this connection were approved in
full and unanimously by the Democratic
Conference on May 20, 1969, as well as by the
Legislative Committee Chairmen. They have
been used to identify and to disseminate
more than a dozen party positions in the
Senate and, in general, these positions have
had substantial Democratic support.
It is conceivable that the Conference would
wish to make changes in the functions of
the Majority Polley Committee with a view
to strengthening its role along the lines of
S.enator Moss' letter. It would be helpful,
however, if the Policy Committee itself
might consider this matter before it is discussed in the Conference. If there are to be
modifications in the present procedures or
the Committee, as approved unanimously by
the Conference in the past, we ought to be as
specific as possible in presenting them. The
Policy Committee will be meeting soon and
the Leadership will undertake to raise the
matter at that time. The results of the dis cussion will be brought back to the Conference thereafter if changes are to be proposed.
I will now close these r emarks with a final
reference to the last election. I suppose each
of us interprets the national sentiment
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which is reflected in the ou teo me in terms
of his own predilections. Certainly, I haYe
done so. Therefore, "the state of the Senate,"
as seen from the viewpoint of the Democratic
Majority might not necessarily dovetail with
the mandate which the Administration delineates from President Nixon's reelection or
that which is seen by the Republican Minority in the Congress.
Nevertheless, it does seem that the election tells all of us-President, Democratic
Majority and Republican Minority-what the
people of the nation do not want.
( 1) They do not want one party or one
branch government during the next two
years.
(2) They do not want to turn back the
clock on the national effort to improve the
human climate and the physical environment in which the people of this nation must
live.
(3) They do not want a rate of change
which whether too slow or too rapid produces major internal chaos and disruption .
(4) Most of all, they do not want the
President to persist nor the Congress to acquiesce in the indefinite continuance of the
senseless bloodshed in Viet Nam and, with
it, accept the indefinite postponement of
the return of the POW's and the recoverable
MIA's.
These negatives point the way to the positive path which the Senate Majority Leadership intends to pursue during the next two
years. We will not abandon the effort to end
the U.S . involvement in Viet Nam and to
bring back the POW's and the recoverable
MIA's, period. We will work to preserve and
to enhance the faithfulness of this nation
to its Constitutional principles and its highest ideals and, in so doing, we w111 not shut
the door on essential changes.
The Leadership needs your cooperation;
your understanding and your support. Ideas
are welcomed, equally, from every Member
of this Conference, the oldest no less than
the youngest, the most junior no less than
the most senior. Together, we are here, in
the last analysis, with only one mandateto serve the people of the several states and
the nation. With your help, the Leadership
will strive to carry out that mandate in
full.
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